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Abstract— Data protection is extremely important for all companies, large and small. There are some situations when
sensitive information has to be shared to authorized person for some authentication, verification or authorization purpose.
A set of Access Control Mechanism (ACM) protects sensitive information from unauthorized users. To prevent the misuse
of sensitive data by the authorized users and provide both privacy and security of the sensitive data, new approach has
investigated which is Dynamic Privacy-Protection Mechanism (DPPM) which is Dynamic Privacy Policy Interface from
the anonymity aspect. Thus the project deals with building of such mechanism which can be dynamically use for the
protection of the data in flexible manner.
Index Terms— ACM, DPPM, k-anonymity, l-diversity.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. INTRODUCTION
As organizations increase their reliance on, possibly distributed, information systems for daily business, they become more
vulnerable to security breaches even as they gain productivity and efficiency advantages. Privacy preserving data mining is a novel
research direction in data mining and statistical databases, where data mining algorithms are analyzed for the side-effects they
suffer in data privacy. Though a number of techniques, such as encryption and electronic signatures, are currently available to
protect data when transmitted across sites, a truly comprehensive approach for data protection must also include mechanisms for
enforcing access control policies based on data contents, subject qualifications and characteristics, and other relevant contextual
information, such as time. It is well understood today that the semantics of data must be taken into account in order to specify
effective access control policies. Also, techniques for data integrity and availability specifically tailored to database systems must
be adopted. Information is today probably the most important and demanded resource. We live in an internet worked society that
relies on the dissemination and sharing of information in the private as well as in the public and governmental sectors.
Governmental, public, and private institutions are increasingly required to make their data electronically available.
In existing system [1] the heuristics proposed in this paper for accuracy constrained privacy-preserving access control for
relational data. The framework is a combination of access control and privacy protection mechanisms. The access control
mechanism allows only authorized query predicates on sensitive data. The privacy preserving module anonymizes the data to meet
privacy requirements and imprecision constraints on predicates set by the access control mechanism. But it has some limitations
such as User’s doesn’t have efficient privacy and accurate constraints. System is not able to retrieve data in customized way.
System doesn’t provide security for data which motivated me to work on this.
Organization collects and analyzes consumer data to improve their services. Access Control Mechanisms (ACM)are used to
ensure that only authorized information is available to users.[1] However, sensitive information may still be misused by authorized
users to compromise the privacy of consumers. Keeping all the objective to privacy and prevention of data, the project introduce to
design the new Dynamic Privacy Protection mechanism (DPPM) which can be use for protection of data and also for the privacy of
data. In general we have been observed that when user using some application environment on which he/she storing the data can be
also authenticate by authorized user who providing the permission to access those data. And hence there should be some
authentication should be developed for the user so that data cannot be misused even by the authorizer who providing the service for
the user. Considering this aspect the this project is developing the environment as a mechanism for the user so that they can provide
safety for the particular data belong to them. Also data can be any raw data on which this mechanism will able to protect it, this real
time mechanism will be user friendly for the user so that protection and privacy can be achieved in well manner.
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
We have referred various papers for our research regarding access control mechanism, privacy preserving, k-anonymity, and for
workload aware anonymity concepts. In this we came across the paper which proposed studying the interaction between the access
control mechanisms and the privacy protection mechanisms was discussed by Zahid Pervaiz et. Al. [1] focus on the accuracyconstrained privacy-preserving access control framework for relational data has been proposed. They propose an accuracyconstrained privacy-preserving access control framework. The access control policies define selection predicates available to roles
while the privacy requirement is to satisfy the k-anonymity or l- diversity.
In another paper Chaudhuri et al. [3] have studied access control with privacy mechanisms in which they concluded with the
sketch of an architecture for a hybrid system that enhances an authorization policy with the abstraction of noisy views that
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encapsulate previously proposed privacy mechanisms. Accessing data through a set of views is natural for users of database
systems and thus the noisy views abstraction represents a natural progression of the concept of authorization views. They further
also provide that how we can implement noisy views based on differentially private algorithms. A main advantage of the proposed
hybrid system is its flexibility. It can support queries that refer to both the base tables and the differentially private views thus
resulting in a system that is more powerful than using access control techniques or differential privacy techniques in isolation.
While combining authorizations and differentially private views in this manner seems ad-hoc, we show that it is a principled way to
combine differential privacy primitives with privacy guarantees [3].
In another paper by Hwai-Jung Hsu and Feng-Jian Wang. “A Delegation Framework for Task-Role Based Access Control in
WFMS [11] they focused on Access management is very important for shielding data integrity in work flow management system
(WFMS). Compared to traditional access management technology like discretionary, mandatory, and role based mostly access
management models, task-role-based access management (TRBAC) model, AN access management model supported each tasks
and roles, meets additional needs for contemporary enterprise environments. However, few discussions on delegation mechanisms
for TRBAC area unit created. Within the framework, the methodology for delegations requested from each users and WFMS is
mentioned.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME
The phases of proposed method are shown by following flow diagram.

Fig-1: Proposed System Architecture
To overcome the disadvantages of existing system we proposed a system in which user can dynamically create the privacy
policies to provide more security for their data. Presently available privacy protection mechanism includes protection on specific
data like text data but not on any data or raw data. By overcoming this limitation, user can access any type of data. Making real
time system will provide the efficient and convenient environment to user. This in turn will give us eminent and secure practical
application to be use. Instead of making too critical structure this project will going to provide strong, sophisticated system
structure for the user with less vulnerabilities. This ultimately impact on reducing the attacks by the attackers.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
This is User log in window through which user can register into the system.

Fig-2: User login window
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This is the home screen of user through which user can access various services.

Fig-3: Home Page
This is friend list manager through which user can manage their friends.

Fig-4: Friend list Manager

User can create group by applying various policies by using this window.
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Fig-5: Policy Group Manager Window
Any user in the group can share any type of file by using this window.

Fig-6: Share Files Window

All the shared files and their applied policies can be seen by using this window.
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Fig-7: File window
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has introduced the real time system which will provide the efficient and convenient environment to user. The new
dynamic privacy protection mechanism (DPPM) will allow to create dynamic protection policies to user this will helps to protect
the sensitive data of user and Access Control Mechanism provides a protection of sensitive information from unauthorized users.
This will be user friendly approach so that protection and privacy can be achieved in well manner.
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